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THE EQUALITY OF UNILATERAL DERIVATES

M. J. EVANS AND P. D. HUMKE

Abstract. C. J. Neugebauer has shown that if / is a continuous function of

bounded variation defined on the real line, then the set E where the upper right

derívate differs from the upper left derívate is of measure zero and first category.

Here it is shown that this result is best possible; that is, given any measure zero first

category set K, there is a continuous function of bounded variation for which

K c E. It is also shown that if/is monotone, then E is a-porous. This result can be

used to provide an elementary proof of the fact that for an arbitrary function/the

left and right essential cluster sets are identical except at a o-porous set of points, a

result first proved by L. Zajicek.

1. Introduction. Let /be a real valued function defined on the real line R and let

E = {*:/"(*) *f+(x) orf_(x) */+(x)},

where f~(x) [f+(x)] and f_(x) [f+(x)] denote the left [right] upper and lower

dérivâtes of/at x, respectively. C. J. Neugebauer [5] showed that if/is of bounded

variation and continuous then E is of measure zero and first category. Using this

result he provided an elementary proof of a result of M. Kulbacka [3] which states

that for an arbitrary /: R -» R the left and right essential cluster sets are equal

except at those points in a set which is of measure zero and first category; in

symbols, the set

B = {x:C-(f,x)*Ce+(f,x)}

is of measure zero and first category. L. Zajicek [6] has subsequently refined

Kulbacka's result by showing that B must be a o-porous set.

The notion of a a-porous set was introduced by E. P. Dolzenko [2]. If 5 is a set

in R, the porosity of S at the point x in R is defined to be

lim sup l(x, r, S)/r,
7\10

where l(x, r, S) denotes the length of the largest open interval contained in

(x — r, x + r) n (R\S). The set S is called porous if it has positive porosity at

each of its points, and it is called o-porous if it is a countable union of porous sets.

Clearly, a-porous sets must be of measure zero and first category. On the other

hand, Zajicek [7] has constructed perfect measure zero sets which are not a-porous.

A natural line of thought is to see if B can be shown to be a-porous by first

obtaining an appropriate theorem concerning the dérivâtes of some class of real

functions and then applying Neugebauer's argument. This is accomplished in §2 of
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the present paper with the class being the collection of monotone functions. In §3

we show that the class of continuous bounded variation functions is not small

enough for our purpose in that given any measure zero first category set K, there is

a continuous bounded variation function such that K E E.

2. Derivates of monotone functions. We begin by considering a theorem concern-

ing the class of monotone functions and examine some consequences.

Theorem 1. ///: R-* R is monotone, then the set E = (x: f~(x) ¥=f+(x) or

f-(x) ¥=f+(x)} is o-porous.

Proof. Suppose that / is nondecreasing. We shall show that the set A = (x:

f~(x) <f+(x)} is rj-porous.

The remaining cases are all handled in a similar fashion.

For every pair (r, s) of rational numbers satisfying 0 < r < s, let

Ars = {x:f-(x)<r<s<f+(x)}.

It then suffices to show that each Ars is a-porous. For each natural number n, let

Arsn= [x: x E A„ and ^ ~^ < r for x - \/n <y <x|.

We shall show that Arm is a porous set. Indeed, Arsn will have porosity greater than

or equal to 1 — r/s at each of its points.

To see this, let x G Arm. Then there is a sequence of numbers xk converging to x

from the right such that

/(**)-/(*)

xt — x
> s.

Take k so large that xk — x < l/n, let wk = x + s(xk — x)/r, and let Ik =

[xk, wk]. Then for>> G Ik we have

xk - x      r

y — x       s

and using this along with the monotonicity off, it follows that

Ay)-Ax) ^fixk)-fix)  x*-x
->-•- ? r.

y - x xk- x        y - x

Consequently,y E Arsn. Furthermore, for each k we have

J4L-1   '
wk- X s

and hence Arm has porosity at least 1 — r/s at x.

Using this result and the argument employed by Neugebauer [5], we obtain the

following

Corollary 1. For an arbitrary function f: F -» R the set

B={x:Cy(f,x)*Ce+(f,x)}

is o-porous.
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Next we present an application of Theorem 1 to other types of dérivâtes. Let

fs(x) denote the upper symmetric derívate off at x, that is,

«/  v       ,•              Ax + h) -fix- h)
f(X) - tan sop *-¿J-¿.

In [1] it was shown that if /: R^> R is continuous at a dense set of points, then

fs(x) = max{/+(x), f~(x)} except at a a-porous set of points.

Further, let f<£(x), f~(x), and f^,(x) denote the upper approximate right, left,

and symmetric dérivâtes of / at x, respectively. L. Misik [4] has shown that if / is

monotone, thenf+(x) = f+(x) and/^(jc) = f~(x) pointwise. A very similar proof

shows that/£,(*) = fs(x) pointwise for a monotone function.

Combining Theorem 1 and the information in the previous two paragraphs, we

obtain

Corollary 2. Iff: Ä -» R is monotone, then except at those points x in a o-porous

set we have

f+(x) = f-(x) = f(x) = £(*) = f-(x) = £(*).

3. The inequality of unilateral dérivâtes. For purposes of clarity we will divide this

section into two parts. In the first part we prove that given any perfect set K of

measure zero, there is a continuous bounded variation function such that K G E

(Theorem 2). The remainder of this section is then devoted to generalizing Theo-

rem 2 to first category sets K of measure zero.

As the actual construction used in Theorem 2 is somewhat complicated, we first

describe a function defining process which will be used in an inductive manner in

the final construction. Let 7 = [u, v] be a closed interval and let K be a perfect set

of measure zero contained in 7 such that both u and v are in K. In addition, let

e > 0 be specified. The function we wish to define will be zero except at enumer-

ably many contiguous intervals of very small cumulative measure; the union of

these intervals will be denoted by B. Another finite set of contiguous intervals of

large cumulative measure is then specified; the union of these intervals is denoted

by A. In addition, A and B are chosen so that the remainder of 7 consists of

enumerably many closed intervals whose union is denoted by C. Specifically, let

A = U * = i (ak, a'k) where each interval (ak, a'k) is contiguous to K, a'k < ak+x, k =

1,2, . . . ,N — 1, and 2(a¿ - ak) > v — u — e/4. For notational convenience, let

u = a0 and v = aN+x. Now, in each interval [a'k, ak+x], k = 0, 1, . . ., N, there is a

sequence of intervals {(bk¡, b'k¡): i = 1,2,...} each contiguous to K such that

b'ki < bky+Xy and lim^^b^ = ak+x. For notational convenience we let b'^ = a'k,

and let

N oo

B = U    U (V *fc)   and   C = 7 - A u B.
k=0    i-l

Define F(I, K, e,A, B) = F(I, K, e) as follows: F is to be zero except at the

intervals [bki, b'ki], k = 0, I, . . . , N, i = 1,2, . . . ; on each interval [bu, b^] define

F to be a quadratic function with zeros at both bki and b'u, and a maximum of
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(bki + b'ki — 2b'k(i_v¡j/2. First note that F is continuous, F(K) = {0}, F is zero

outside of /, and the variation of F is less than e/2. Now, if x G K and x is neither

the left endpoint of an interval in A nor the maximum of K, then there is ay E I

such that [fiy) - f(x)]/[y - x] > 1. This "y" can be chosen to be the midpoint of

the "B interval" immediately to the right of x.

Generalizing slightly, let / be the union of a finite or denumerable set of

mutually exclusive closed intervals, / = U /„• Suppose K is a set such that K n I„

is a perfect set of measure zero and K contains both endpoints of /„ for every n.

Suppose further that e > 0 is specified. Define F(/„, K n /„, e/2"-1, An, B„) =

F(In, K n /„, e/2"-1) as above and let

F(I, K, e)(x) = ( *&. * n /„, e/2"-')W    if x E /.,

I 0   if x E I.

In this case the variation of F is less than 2e/2" < e. The bother of identifying the

sets A, B, and C for such functions is necessitated by the induction argument used

in the proof below.

Theorem 2. If K c (a, b) is a perfect set of measure zero and e > 0, then there is

a continuous function of bounded variation, f: R -* [0, + oo) such that

(I) fix) = 0 if either x E K or x E (a, b),

(2)/+(x) > 1 andf-(x) < Ofar every x E K,

(3) the total variation off, V(f), is less than e, and

(4) / is differentiable at every point not in K.

Proof.   Let   u = min(K), v = max(AT),   and   Ix  = [u, ©].   Let  /,  =

F(IX, K, e/4,Ax, Bx). Suppose now that /„ has been defined and is of the form

F(I„, K, e/2"+1, An, Bn) for the union /„ of some family of mutually exclusive

closed   intervals.   Let   In+X   = Cn(Cn = /„ — An u Bn)   and   define fn+x   s

F(In+x, K, e/2n+2, An+X, Bn+X). This completes the induction and we define/* =

2/„.
It is evident that f* is continuous. And as f*(K) = 0 and f*(x) > 0 for each

x, (f*)~(x) < 0 for every x G K. Also, as the variation of /„ is less than e/2"+1,/*

is of bounded variation and the variation of f* is less than e/2. Let A = U "_ i An

and B = U "., ¿„ and suppose x E K where x =£ v and x is not the left endpoint

of an interval from either A or B. Such an x is the intersection of a nested set of

intervals C„(x) E Cn and x is not the right endpoint of any of the C„(x) intervals.

Consequently, there is a pointy G C„(x) such that [f*(y„) — f*(x)]/[yn - x] > 1.

It follows that for such x, (f*)+(x) > 1. If x is a left endpoint of an interval in B,

then since F'+(bki) > 1 for each k and i, there is an « such that (/„)'+(x) > 1,

whence (f*)+(x) > 1. We must alter f* slightly in order that the upper right

derívate exceeds 1 for v and for left endpoints of intervals in A, and the remainder

of the proof is devoted to this task. First note that A is the union of those intervals

contiguous to K which have been mapped to zero by/*. Enumerate those intervals

as {(an, b„): n = 1,2,...}, and for notational convenience, let v = a0 and b = é„.

For each interval, (an, bn) n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., let c„ G (an, bn) such that c„ — an <

e/2n+2. Define a function g: R-* [0, + oo) to be zero except on the intervals
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[an, c„] n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; on each interval [an, cn] define g to be a cubic function

with a simple zero at an, a double zero at c„, and a maximum of (c„ — an)/2. This

function g is complementary to/* in the sense that g~\0, + oo) n f~'(0, + oo) =

0. The desired function is then/ = /* + g. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Let K be a set which is of measure zero, and of the first Baire

category. Then there is a continuous function f of bounded variation such that

\f+(x) - f~(x)\ > 1 for every x G K.

Proof. As K is of measure zero and the first Baire category, a standard set

theoretic argument shows that there is a set of mutually exclusive perfect sets of

measure zero, {K„: n = 1, 2, . . . } such that KG U "_i Kn. Let/, be a continuous

nonnegative bounded variation function such that:

(l)fx(Kx) = {0},
(2)fx+(x) > 1 and/f (x) < 0 for every x G Kx,

(3)V(fx)<\,and

(4)/, is differentiable at every point not in Kx.

Denote the set of intervals contiguous to Kx by {(a„ b¡): i = 1, 2, . .. }. On each

interval (a¡, b¡) define f2 as follows:

(i) If K2 n (a„ b,) = 0, let/2(a„ bt) = {0}.

(ii) If K2 n (a„ b¡) =£ 0, then K2 n (a¡, b¡) is perfect and we define f2 on (a¡, b¡)

using Theorem 2 with e = l/2'+2.

Finally, we define f2(Kx) = {0}. Note that VifJ <^ so that the variation of

g = /, + f2 is less than |. Further, if x G Kx, g+(x) > 1 and g~(x) < 0 and if

x G K2, g+(x) > 1 + s and g~(x) < s where s is the derivative of/, at x.

We continue inductively to obtain for each n a function /„ of variation less than

1/2". Let/ - 2"_, /„. If x G ur.i Kn> ̂en there is a unique N = N(x) such that

x G KN. Now for n > N, fn(x) = 0 and the construction entails that

if» +/*+i + • • • )+ (*) > U   Un + fN+i + ■ ■ ■ V (x) < 0,

and each of the functions fx,f2,. . . ,/v-i bas a derivative at x. It follows that

\f+(x) — f~(x)\ > 1 for each such x, and as / is evidently continuous and of

variation less than one, the proof is complete.
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